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Abstract

Large language models (LLMs) have shown
promising abilities as cost-effective and
reference-free evaluators for assessing lan-
guage generation quality. In particular, pair-
wise LLM evaluators, which compare two gen-
erated texts and determine the preferred one,
have been employed in a wide range of appli-
cations. However, LLMs exhibit preference bi-
ases and worrying sensitivity to prompt designs.
In this work, we first reveal that the predictive
preference of LLMs can be highly brittle and
skewed, even with semantically equivalent in-
structions. We find that fairer predictive pref-
erences from LLMs consistently lead to judg-
ments that are better aligned with humans. Mo-
tivated by this phenomenon, we propose an au-
tomatic Zero-shot Evaluation-oriented Prompt
Optimization framework, ZEPO, which aims
to produce fairer preference decisions and im-
prove the alignment of LLM evaluators with hu-
man judgments. To this end, we propose a zero-
shot learning objective based on the preference
decision fairness. ZEPO demonstrates sub-
stantial performance improvements over state-
of-the-art LLM evaluators, without requiring
labeled data, on representative meta-evaluation
benchmarks. Our findings underscore the criti-
cal correlation between preference fairness and
human alignment, positioning ZEPO as an effi-
cient prompt optimizer for bridging the gap be-
tween LLM evaluators and human judgments.

1 Introduction

Large language models (LLMs) (Brown et al.,
2020; OpenAI, 2023; Anil et al., 2023a,b) have
become the standard machinery for evaluating the
quality of natural language generation over vari-
ous aspects, such as coherence, fluency, and truth-
fulness, in a reference-free manner (Chen et al.,
2023b; Zeng et al., 2024; Zheng et al., 2024b).

*Now at Google. Code is available at https://github.
com/cambridgeltl/zepo.
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Which summary candidate has better coherence?
If the candidate A is better, please return 'A'. If the
candidate B is better, please return 'B'. 

Which one exhibits better coherence? Return
'A' for the �rst summary or 'B' for the second.
Only provide the letter of your choice.

Figure 1: Illustration of the ZEPO pipeline. Given a
manual prompt, the distribution of LLM preferences can
be biased towards a certain class. ZEPO optimizes the
prompt on a zero-shot fairness learning objective until
the balance is achieved in the distribution.

Owing to the remarkable in-context learning ca-
pabilities of LLMs (Brown et al., 2020), prompting
techniques further enable versatile use of LLM eval-
uators with user-defined evaluation criteria, where
pairwise-preference-based evaluators have so far
demonstrated superior human alignment to direct
scoring (Liusie et al., 2024; Liu et al., 2024a).

However, LLMs have been known to exhibit
preference bias (Wang et al., 2023), a priori propen-
sity to predict certain classes over others unfairly,
and display strong sensitivity to the actual prompts
describing evaluation criteria (Zhou et al., 2023a;
Sclar et al., 2024). The preference bias is argued to
be largely due to various factors that result in a label
distribution shift, such as position bias (Zheng et al.,
2024b), verbosity bias (Saito et al., 2023), and con-
textual bias (Zhou et al., 2024a), where LLMs un-
fairly favor later and longer answers, or even follow
repetitive answers in their demonstrations. We are
thus motivated to explore the impact of preference
biases on human alignment in the novel context of
LLM evaluators. We start by conducting a system-
atic study examining the sensitivity of LLM evalu-
ators to the provided instructions. By paraphrasing
from a set of instructions, we find that the pair-
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Figure 2: LLM evaluators show strong sensitivity to in-
structions and fairer preference leads to better human-
aligned LLM judgments. Sensitivity and evaluation per-
formance studies on preference fairness.

wise preference of LLMs largely varies even with
semantically equivalent instructions, and different
instructions exert different degrees of preference
biases. Noticeably, we observe that fairer prefer-
ences consistently lead to better human-aligned
judgments. Motivated by this empirical finding, we
then propose an automatic Zero-shot Evaluation-
oriented Prompt Optimization (ZEPO) framework
for steering LLM evaluators towards better agree-
ments with humans; see Fig. 1. We design a new
zero-shot fairness objective function by measuring
the absolute difference between a uniform prior
distribution and the model preference distribution.
ZEPO, without any labeled data, shows substan-
tial performance gains over state-of-the-art LLM
evaluators with manually designed instructions on
meta-evaluation benchmarks.

In sum, we provide the following contributions.
1) We present a systematic analysis that reveals the
strong sensitivity of LLM evaluators to instructions.
Importantly, we find that fairer preferences elicit
better human-aligned LLM judgments. 2) We in-
troduce a Zero-shot Evaluation-oriented Prompt
Optimization framework (ZEPO) for automatically
optimizing LLM evaluators toward better human
agreements without any labeled data. 3) We demon-
strate that ZEPO efficiently discovers the fairest
instruction for LLM evaluators, delivering substan-
tial gains in evaluation over representative tasks.

2 Related Work

LLMs as Evaluators. LLMs have been widely
used to evaluate natural language generation tasks
(Zhong et al., 2022; Chiang and Lee, 2023), en-
abling automatic and reference-free evaluations
(Liu et al., 2023; Fu et al., 2023; Chen et al., 2023b).
Recent studies show that LLM evaluators can serve
as effective pairwise text rankers (Qin et al., 2023),
where pairwise comparisons lead to better human-

aligned judgments than Likert-score evaluations
(Liusie et al., 2024; Liu et al., 2024a). Yet, there is
still a prominent gap between LLM evaluators and
human agreement (Shen et al., 2023). LLM eval-
uators are yet sensitive to exemplars (Wang et al.,
2023) and exhibit unfair predictions due to position
bias, verbosity bias, and self-preferences (Zheng
et al., 2024b; Pezeshkpour and Hruschka, 2023;
Panickssery et al., 2024). Calibration methods have
been proposed to alleviate biases (Li et al., 2023,
2024; Zhou et al., 2024a), but are yet insufficient
for addressing all aforementioned biases. In this
work, we show that instructions exert large impacts
on LLM evaluators, and searching for instructions
with fairer preferences is a necessary and critical
component in LLM-based evaluators.

Automatic Prompt Optimization. Unlike soft
prompt tuning that requires ‘white box’ access to
model parameters (Lester et al., 2021; Zhou et al.,
2024b), hard prompt tuning directly searches for
discrete prompts that are portable and ‘black box’
(Deng et al., 2022; Zhou et al., 2023a). Recent
prompt optimization work further leverages LLMs
as optimizers to generate more human interpretable
prompts (Zhou et al., 2023b; Yang et al., 2024).
Much effort has been devoted to more advanced
search algorithms (Pryzant et al., 2023; Guo et al.,
2024; Wang et al., 2024; Khattab et al., 2024; Liu
et al., 2024b) but they heavily rely on labeled data.
Instead, zero-shot prompt optimization is a rather
underexplored research area, and previous work is
mostly limited to entropy-based exemplar selection
(Lu et al., 2022) or relies on model-synthesized
data (Chen et al., 2023a). We explore the extreme,
zero-shot learning setup and leverage LLM’s self-
predictive distribution to optimize toward fairer
preferences. As we will show, our fairness objec-
tive shows the best correlation and outweighs other
zero-shot metrics for LLM evaluators in Fig. 3.

3 Fairer Preferences Elicit Improved
Human-Aligned Judgments

Prompt Sensitivity and Bias. We start by ana-
lyzing the sensitivity of LLM evaluators to varia-
tions in instructions. Formally, given some source
text and response candidates as an input query xi,
we have the target label yi as the model prefer-
ence. Evaluation instruction I is formulated with
the input query xi in a prompt template to form a
complete context C(xi, I) = Template(xi, I) for
evaluation. LLM evaluators then make predictions



by yi = argmaxy∈Y p(y|Ci), where the verbal-
izer Y defines the set of preferences (i.e., A or B
for pairwise preferences). To inspect prompt sen-
sitivity, we leverage GPT-3.5 (OpenAI, 2023) to
generate a set of semantically equivalent instruc-
tions I = {I1, ..., IM} by paraphrasing from an
initial instruction I1. In Fig. 2, we observe a severe
fluctuation in human agreement scores by prompt-
ing Llama-3 8B (Touvron et al., 2023) model with
CIm∈I(x, Im). This reflects a high prompt sensitiv-
ity and poor robustness of standard LLM evaluators.
The observation aligns with previous research in
position biases (Zhao et al., 2021), and LLMs are
sensitive to orders and formats of provided exem-
plars (Lu et al., 2022; Sclar et al., 2024).

Preference Fairness and Human Alignment.
Following the previous finding, we hypothesize
that the prompt sensitivity is mainly due to the
preference bias incurred by spurious correlations
from the instructions I. We proceed to visualize
the human agreement regarding preference dis-
tribution pI by different instructions I across the
entire query set {x1, ..., xN}, measured by pI,A =
1
N

∑N
i=1 I (p(yi = A|xi, I) > p(yi = B|xi, I)),

where I(·) is an indicator function that counts the
number of predictions that candidate A is preferred
to B in pairwise evaluations. In Fig. 2, we show
that the patterns are nearly perfectly fitted to a
quadratic regression function, where the highest
human agreement point is close to pI = 0.5,
and instructions with more skewed decision
distributions always degrade the evaluation
alignment. Therefore, pI is a good indicator that
connects decision fairness with human judgments,
and instructions with fairer decision preferences
can lead to better human-aligned LLM judgments.

4 ZEPO: Zero-Shot Prompt
Optimization with Fairer Preferences

Zero-Shot Fairness Learning. Motivated by these
findings, we now propose to automatically optimize
the evaluation prompts for LLM evaluators toward
fairer preferences, thereby achieving better human
alignments. Importantly, the source preference dis-
tribution for an unbiased pairwise evaluator should
naturally be uniform pS = 1/|Y| (by the law of
large numbers) given a sufficient number of ran-
domly sampled pairwise candidates. Consequently,
we propose a zero-shot fairness learning objective
function as fairxi∼D(I) = − 1

J

∑J
j=1 |pS −pI,yj |

in an unsupervised set of data D by measuring the

absolute difference between the source prior and
preference distribution.

Automatic Prompt Optimization. In contrast
with previous prompt optimization methods that
heavily rely on labeled data, we propose ZEPO, an
automatic Zero-shot Evaluation-oriented Prompt
Optimization framework. It is a more natural
setup for reference-free LLM evaluations where
human scores are usually unavailable in advance.
ZEPO optimizes the evaluation prompts by max-
imizing the zero-shot fairness metric, such that
I∗ = argmaxI∈I fairxi∼D(I). We integrate an
LLM paraphraser with a greedy search algorithm
to update the instruction I iteratively. We refer to
Appendix §A for more details on implementing
ZEPO. It is worth noting that debiasing and cal-
ibration (Zheng et al., 2024a; Zhou et al., 2024a)
methods can also control LLM evaluators for fairer
preferences. We show in Appendix §B that ZEPO
is a meta-method orthogonal to existing debiasing
approaches and leads to further improvements.

5 Experiments and Results

Datasets and Models. Following Zhong et al.
(2022) and Fu et al. (2023), we evaluate ZEPO
on representative meta-evaluation benchmarks, in-
cluding two summarization tasks: News Room
(Grusky et al., 2018) and SummEval (Fabbri et al.,
2021), and one dialog task: TopicalChat (Mehri
and Eskenazi, 2020) (see Appendix §A for further
details). We examine ZEPO with state-of-the-art
open-source LLMs, Mistral 7B (Jiang et al., 2023)
and Llama-3 8B (Touvron et al., 2023).

Baselines. We provide baseline scores for
reference-free evaluators in the zero-shot setup,
including BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020),
GPTScore (Fu et al., 2023), and G-Eval (Liu et al.,
2023). ZEPO is applicable to state-of-the-art pair-
wise ranking evaluators, and we report experimen-
tal results from Pairwise (Liu et al., 2024a) as the
main baseline and provide direct scoring evaluation
results named Scoring and G-Eval for reference.

Main Results. We present ZEPO on representa-
tive meta-evaluation benchmarks in Table 1. No-
tably, ZEPO yields substantial gains in alignment
with human judgments over almost all aspects on
the Pairwise baseline: 17% and 10% on average
on Mistral 7B and Llama-3 8B, respectively. It
shows that manually designed evaluation criteria
and instructions (without prompt optimization) can
expose strong preference bias with LLM evaluators.



Models
News Room SummEval

Avg.
COH REL INF FLU COH FLU CON REL

Other Metrics
BertScore 0.15 0.16 0.13 0.17 0.28 0.19 0.11 0.31 0.19
GPTScore 0.31 0.35 0.26 0.31 0.28 0.31 0.38 0.22 0.30

Mistral 7B
Scoring 0.32 0.39 0.20 0.26 0.23 0.19 0.37 0.19 0.27
G-Eval 0.36 0.36 0.24 0.39 0.25 0.20 0.39 0.25 0.31
Pairwise 0.33 0.40 0.19 0.19 0.06 0.01 0.07 0.16 0.18
ZEPO 0.47+14% 0.38-2% 0.44+25% 0.48+29% 0.29+23% 0.13+12% 0.32+25% 0.30+14% 0.35+17%

Llama-3 8B
Scoring 0.42 0.41 0.30 0.29 0.35 0.23 0.32 0.46 0.35
G-Eval 0.38 0.34 0.26 0.26 0.34 0.22 0.29 0.42 0.33
Pairwise 0.49 0.51 0.46 0.45 0.24 0.12 0.30 0.21 0.35
ZEPO 0.57+8% 0.54+3% 0.55+9% 0.56+11% 0.40+16% 0.25+13% 0.30+0% 0.39+18% 0.45+10%

Table 1: Spearman correlations on Mistral 7B and Llama-3 8B. We evaluate preference-based evaluators and
direct-scoring evaluators in terms of Coherence (COH), Relevancy (REL), Informativeness (INF), Fluency (FLU),
and Consistency (CON). We highlight the % improvement/degradation of ZEPO over “Pairwise” in +green/-red.
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Figure 3: Fairness shows the strongest correlation
with LLM evaluation performance. Correlation stud-
ies of zero-shot learning objectives and LLM evaluation
performance. The growth of the x-axis indicates bet-
ter/stronger fairness, confidence (conf.), and calibration.

By conducting ZEPO on Pairwise in a zero-shot
setup, the performance of pairwise evaluators can
be largely recovered, outperforming fine-calibrated
direct scoring and the G-Eval baselines. Further-
more, we notice that weaker models, e.g. Mistral
7B, can exhibit more catastrophic evaluations, suf-
fering from preference biases (e.g., on COH and
CON aspects in SummEval), whereas Llama-3 8B
generates relatively more robust evaluations. In
both cases, ZEPO constantly mitigates the prefer-
ence bias and better aligns LLM evaluators. Over-
all, the results indicate that ZEPO is a label-free
and efficient prompt optimizer for effectively align-
ing LLM evaluators with human judgments.

Zero-shot Learning Objectives. We provide an in-
depth analysis of the effectiveness of our proposed
Fairness metric in comparison to other zero-shot
objective functions as visualized in Fig. 3. We
include model confidence, a commonly used zero-
shot metric in exemplar selection (Lu et al., 2022;
Wan et al., 2023a,b), measured as the negative of
entropy. Calibration-based approaches have been
effective in mitigating position biases (Zhao et al.,
2021; Wang et al., 2023). We adopt a zero-shot cal-
ibration metric from Batch Calibration (Zhou et al.,
2024a) and context-free confidence as another met-
ric from Fair-Prompting (Ma et al., 2023), where
overconfidence is argued to result in unfairness.
First, Fairness shows the largest Spearman cor-
relation with LLM evaluation performance, guar-
anteeing its effectiveness with ZEPO. Following
fairness, Calibration is more weakly correlated,
whereas Confidence metrics fail to serve as good
objectives for ZEPO, with poorer correlations.

6 Conclusion

We first analyzed the relationship between pref-
erence fairness and human alignment; it revealed
that LLM evaluators produce highly skewed prefer-
ence distributions even with semantically equiva-
lent instructions. We further showed that fairer pref-
erences can yield improved human-aligned LLM
judgments. Based on this insight, we proposed a
zero-shot prompt optimization framework with a
fairness-aware zero-shot proxy. It substantially im-
proves alignments of pairwise LLM evaluators with
humans, without any labeled data, and serves as a
meta-method orthogonal to debiasing approaches.



Limitations

First, ZEPO is a zero-shot method that learns the
zero-shot fairness metric from unlabeled data. It
still requires a sufficient number of random unla-
beled samples for pairwise evaluations to obtain a
good estimation of preference distribution for fair-
ness. We argue that such a data requirement is mild,
as in the evaluation setup, the bottleneck lies in
human-annotated labels, not unlabeled inputs. Sec-
ond, ZEPO is primarily designed for preference-
based evaluators, and we have widely examined
the effectiveness of ZEPO in pairwise evaluations.
Though pairwise evaluation appears to be the cur-
rent leading standard, it is possible that future ad-
vances in LLM evaluators can achieve more effi-
cient evaluation-by-ranking in multi-choice ques-
tion formats with more than two classes, which
have not been included in our current study. How-
ever, in principle, the proposed zero-shot fairness
objective is a general learning metric scalable to
any number of classes based on its uniform prior.

Lastly, ZEPO only integrates a basic LLM opti-
mizer in exploring instruction candidates at a para-
graph level with a greedy search algorithm. How-
ever, ZEPO is a meta-framework also orthogonal
to LLM optimizers with more advanced search al-
gorithms, and this synergy warrants further investi-
gation in future work. ZEPO serves as a first step
towards LLM evaluation with fairer preferences
and is easy to extend with more exploitation-driven
LLM optimizers in alternative search spaces.
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Algorithm 1 ZEPO.
1: Input: Initial instruction prompt I; LLM optimizer O;

LLM evaluator E ; unlabeled data D; number of classes J ;
number of epochs E; population size S.

2: Output: Optimized Instruction prompt I∗

3: Initialize the instruction I∗ ← I .
4: for e in E do
5: Obtain new instruction candidates from the LLM opti-

mizer O: I ← O(I∗), where |I| = S.
6: for I ∈ I do
7: LLM evaluator E generates a preference distribution

over D (i.e., the decision rate for each class yi),
pI,yi = E(I), measured by the equation in Sec. 3.

8: Compute the zero-shot fairness for each instruction
candidate: fairD(I) = − 1

J

∑J
j=1 |

1
J
− pI,yj |.

9: end for
10: Update the best instruction:

I∗ ← argmaxI∈I fairD(I).
11: end for
12: Return the optimized instruction I∗.

A Implementation Details

ZEPO. In this section, we include implementa-
tion details to enable the reproducibility of our
work. Regarding the template and prompt across
all the experiments reported, we use the prompt
template from Table 4. In addition, we report the
initial (seed) prompt and ZEPO-optimized prompt
with corresponding fairness scores in Table 5 and
6, whereas the detailed ZEPO algorithm is shown
in Algorithm 1.

We use GPT-3.5-turbo as the LLM optimizer
with a temperature of 0.9, which is instructed to
generate diverse and creative paraphrasing of the
initial instruction. Following that, we implement
Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1 and Meta-Llama-3-8B-
Instruct as our main LLM evaluators. In prac-
tice, we set 5 epochs with a population size S of
5 that sufficiently converges to the fairest instruc-
tion. For |D|, we use 2,400 pairwise sampling (10
data points) per instruction for SummEval, 840
(20 data points) for News Room, and 1,200 (60
data points) for TopicalChat based on the number
of candidates per data point. ZEPO serves as a
first step towards fairer LLM evaluations, and we
defer investigations on ZEPO with tighter, more
sampling-efficient constraints to future work.

Zero-Shot Learning Objectives. Entropy is a
commonly used zero-shot metric: −

∑
j pj log pj .

In Fig. 3, we use entropy as a confidence measure-
ment for LLM evaluators and treat Confidence =∑

j pj log pj in the negative of entropy averaged
across D. However, in the context of LLM evalua-
tions, overconfidence may further misalign LLM
evaluators with human judgments. Context-free

Models
TopicalChat

Avg.
NAT ENG OVE

Mistral 7B

Pairwise 0.13 0.18 0.22 0.18

ZEPO 0.14 +1% 0.25 +7% 0.28 +6% 0.23+5%

Llama-3 8B

Pairwise 0.02 0.08 0.14 0.05

ZEPO 0.16 +14% 0.26 +18% 0.46 +32% 0.30+25%

Table 2: Spearman correlations on TopicalChat with
Mistral and Llama-3. We evaluate in terms of Natural-
ness (NAT), Engagement (ENG), and Overall quality
(OVE). We highlight the % improvement/degradation
of ZEPO over “Pairwise” in +green/-red.

confidence is computed with the same formulation
above but with a content-free input CI([N/A], I)
adopted from the contextual calibration (Zhao et al.,
2021). Context-free confidence is introduced in
Fair-Prompting (Ma et al., 2023), where the main
idea is to select exemplars with the lowest confi-
dence with respect to a content-free input, such
that the prediction for classes is more balanced
with the prompt template alone. In addition, we
adopted a zero-shot calibration metric from Batch
Calibration (Zhou et al., 2024a): Calibration =
−| 1N

∑
(log pA− log pB)|, which measures the ab-

solute distance in the marginalized logits between
two classes. It indicates a uniform prior in the logit
space, and a better-calibrated model can generate
fairer predictions in terms of their scores. In con-
trast with calibration, our fairness metric is based
on a uniform prior in the preference (decision) dis-
tribution and demonstrates the strongest correlation
with LLM evaluation performance.

Pointwise Baselines. We implement two pointwise
evaluator baselines: direct Scoring and G-Eval.
For both cases, the LLM evaluators are tasked with
rating a specific aspect of the output candidate us-
ing an integer score on the Likert scale (Likert,
1932). In the Scoring approach, the evaluators as-
sign a single score with the highest predictive prob-
ability to each output candidate. For the G-Eval
baseline, the final score is calculated by taking the
weighted average of the scores across all five score
tokens. We use the same prompt templates and
evaluation criteria from previous work (Liu et al.,
2024b), which have been calibrated and deliver ro-
bust evaluations. As indicated in the main paper,
ZEPO shows improved evaluation results in gen-
eral over the aforementioned calibrated baselines.
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Figure 4: ZEPO is orthogonal to debiasing approaches
and brings further improved LLM judgments. Sensitiv-
ity and evaluation performance studies on preference
fairness before and after applying permutation debiasing
on the COH aspect in SummEval from Llama-3 8B.

Methods
News Room

Avg.
COH REL INF FLU

Pairwise 0.49 0.51 0.46 0.45 0.48

ZEPO 0.57 0.54 0.55 0.56 0.56

Pairwise + Debias 0.60 0.61 0.64 0.58 0.61

ZEPO + Debias 0.64 +4% 0.61 +0% 0.72 +6% 0.57-1% 0.64+3%

Table 3: Spearman correlations on News Room with
Llama-3 8B before and after applying permutation debi-
asing. We highlight the % improvement/degradation of
ZEPO over “Pairwise” after debiasing in +green/-red.

B Additional Experiments

Complementarity with Debiasing. We further
extend our study of ZEPO, focusing on its orthogo-
nality/complementarity with debiasing approaches.
We implement the permutation debiasing method
which averages the probability for different order-
s/positions of the same candidates, also termed
Balanced Position Calibration (Wang et al., 2023).
Fig. 4 shows that the Debias method first improves
the lower bar of the evaluation performance of
LLMs. Secondly, when we inspect the preference
distribution after applying Debias, we observe a
fairer preference distribution where the decision
rates become much closer to 0.5. However, LLM
evaluators are still sensitive to semantically equiv-
alent instructions even after debiasing, where the
judgment alignment varies substantially from 0.26
to 0.43. In addition, we observe a similar quadratic
curve in the second plot, indicating that our pre-
vious findings still hold: fairer preferences lead
to improved human-aligned LLM judgments. Fol-
lowing this observation, we conduct additional ex-
periments on ZEPO with and without permutation
debiasing.

Table 3 shows that further gains can be achieved
by integrating debiasing methods with prompt op-

Prompt Templates for Pairwise and ZEPO in sum-
marization.

Source t e x t : [SOURCE_TEXT]

Summary A: [SUMMARY_1]

Summary B : [SUMMARY_2]

Q u e s t i o n : [ INSTRUCTION ]
Answer : [OUTPUT]

Prompt templates for Pairwise and ZEPO in dia-
log.

Di a l og h i s t o r y : [DIALOG_HISTORY]

Response C a n d i d a t e A: [ RESPONSE_1 ]

Response C a n d i d a t e B : [ RESPONSE_2 ]

Q u e s t i o n : [ INSTRUCTION ]
Answer : [OUTPUT]

Prompt templates for LLM Optimizer to generate
new instruction candidates.

P a r a p h r a s e t h e f o l l o w i n g i n s t r u c t i o n
f o r a p a i r w i s e compar i son t a s k .
Do n o t change t h e keyword " [ ASPECT ] " .
Be d i v e r s e and c r e a t i v e i n p a r a p h r a s i n g .
Re tu rn t h e i n s t r u c t i o n on ly .

I n p u t : [ INSTRUCTION ]

Outpu t : [NEW_INSTRUCTION]

Table 4: Prompt template for pairwise comparisons and
the LLM optimizer to generate paraphrased instructions.

timization. Therefore, we conclude that ZEPO is
a meta-method on zero-shot prompt optimization
while being orthogonal to other debiasing and cali-
bration methods. In light of this work, we expect to
build toward improved human-aligned LLM evalu-
ators with a combination of prompt optimization,
calibration, and advanced debiasing methods.



Aspect Instruction Prompt Fairness

COH Initial Prompt: Evaluate and compare the coherence of the two
summary candidates for the given source text. Consider coherence
aspects such as clarity and logical flow. A summary is coherent
if it accurately captures the key information from the article, and
presents them in a clear manner. Which summary candidate has
better coherence? If the candidate A is better, please return ’A’. If
the candidate B is better, please return ’B’. You must return the
choice only.

ZEPO-Optimized Prompt: Assess and contrast the coherence of the
two summaries using the provided text. Take into account clarity
and logical progression. A coherent summary efficiently conveys
the main details from the text in a clear and organized manner.
Which summary demonstrates stronger coherence? Select ’A’ for
option A or ’B’ for option B. Indicate your chosen option.

Initial: -0.288

Optimized: -0.007

FLU Initial Prompt: Evaluate and compare the fluency of the two
summary candidates for the given source text. Which summary
candidate has better fluency? If the candidate A is better, please
return ’A’. If the candidate B is better, please return ’B’. You must
return the choice only.

ZEPO-Optimized Prompt: Evaluate the smoothness of each sum-
mary choice using the given text. Decide which summary showcases
better fluency. Choose ’A’ for candidate A or ’B’ for candidate B.
Please only submit your chosen option.

Initial: -0.417

Optimized: -0.018

CON Initial Prompt: Evaluate and compare the consistency of the two
summary candidates for the given source text. A summary is
consistent with the article if it faithfully reflects the main points,
facts, and tone of the article. A summary is inconsistent if it
introduces any errors, contradictions, or distortions of the original
article. Which summary candidate has better consistency? If the
candidate A is better, please return ’A’. If the candidate B is better,
please return ’B’. You must return the choice only.

ZEPO-Optimized Prompt: Evaluate the consistency of two different
ways of summarizing the given text. Find the summary that best
captures the main ideas, details, and tone of the original text. Note
any mistakes or differences in the summaries. Choose either ’A’
for option A or ’B’ for option B as the superior choice. Share your
selected option.

Initial: -0.295

Optimized: -0.012

Table 5: Initial prompt and the ZEPO-found prompt. We report the fairness metric before and after optimization.



Aspect Instruction Prompt Fairness

REL Initial Prompt: Evaluate and compare the relevance of the two
summary candidates for the given source text. A summary is
relevant if it captures the main points from the article, without
leaving out any crucial details or adding any unnecessary or
inaccurate ones. A summary is more relevant if it uses the same or
similar terms and expressions as the article. A summary is less
relevant if it omits some of the key facts from the article, or if it
introduces irrelevant information that is not supported by the article.
Which summary candidate has better relevance? If the candidate
A is better, please return ’A’. If the candidate B is better, please
return ’B’. You must return the choice only.

ZEPO-Optimized Prompt: Assess the relevance of the two sum-
maries presented for the text and pick the one that closely matches
the main points of the article using similar language. Select ’A’ for
candidate A or ’B’ for candidate B. Display your selection.

Initial: -0.3625

Optimized: -0.0003

INF Initial Prompt: Evaluate and compare the informativeness of the
two summary candidates for the given source text. Evaluate how
each summary converts their input text to natural language text,
without omitting, adding, or distorting any facts. Which summary
candidate has better informativeness? If the candidate A is better,
please return ’A’. If the candidate B is better, please return ’B’.
You must return the choice only.

ZEPO-Optimized Prompt: Assess and contrast the informativeness
of two summaries based on the provided source material. Examine
how accurately each summary reflects the original content. Deter-
mine which summary is more informative by selecting either ’A’ or
’B’. Only indicate your choice.

Initial: -0.217

Optimized: -0.001

Table 6: Initial prompt and the ZEPO-found prompt. We report the fairness metric before and after optimization.
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